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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we introduce an approach to high-level parameterisation of captured mesh sequences of actor performance
for real-time interactive animation control. High-level parametric control is achieved by non-linear blending between
multiple mesh sequences exhibiting variation in a particular movement. For example, walking speed is parameterised by
blending fast and slow walk sequences. A hybrid non-linear mesh sequence blending approach is introduced to approxi-
mate the natural deformation of non-linear interpolation techniques whilst maintaining the real-time performance of linear
mesh blending. Quantitative results show that the hybrid approach gives an accurate real-time approximation of offline
non-linear deformation. An evaluation of the approach shows good performance not only for entire meshes but also with
specific mesh areas. Results are presented for single and multi-dimensional parametric control of walking (speed/direction),
jumping (height/distance) and reaching (height) from captured mesh sequences. This approach allows continuous real-time
control of high-level parameters such as speed and direction whilst maintaining the natural surface dynamics of captured
movement. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Advances in three-dimensional (3D) actor performance
capture from multiple-view video [1–3] have achieved
detailed reconstruction and rendering of natural sur-
face dynamics as mesh sequences. These approaches
allow replay of the captured performance with free-
viewpoint rendering for compositing of performance in
post-production whilst maintaining photorealism. Cap-
tured sequences have subsequently been exploited for
retargeting surface motion to other characters [4] and anal-
ysis of cloth motion to simulate novel animations through
manipulation of skeletal motion and simulation of sec-
ondary cloth movement [5].

Animation from 3D performance capture has been
achieved by concatenation of segments of multiple cap-
tured mesh sequences based on a manually defined transi-
tions [6]. Automatic transition graph construction and path
optimisation have been introduced [7], allowing offline
key-frame animation. The level of movement control in
these approaches is limited to transition between the cap-
ture movement sequences. Recent work [8] has exploited
skeletal tracking of mesh sequences to allow increased
manipulation of the captured movement with a skeletal

rig, together with photorealistic rendering by indexing a
corresponding video database. In these approaches, reuse
of captured mesh sequences is limited to offline anima-
tion control.

This paper presents a framework for real-time interac-
tive animation with continuous movement control using
mesh sequences of captured actor performance. Two con-
tributions are presented to achieve interactive animation:
alignment of multiple mesh sequences of an actor perform-
ing different motions into a temporally consistent mesh
structure and high-level parameterisation of captured mesh
sequences. A shape similarity tree representing the shortest
non-rigid mesh deformation path is introduced for align-
ment of frames from multiple captured sequences. This
representation enables robust non-rigid alignment of multi-
ple sequences allowing re-sampling with a consistent mesh
structure and vertex correspondence. Techniques are intro-
duced for parameterisation of aligned mesh sequences with
intuitive high-level parameters such as speed and direction.
Parameterisation is achieved by non-linear interpolation
between multiple mesh sequences of related motions. This
approach is analogous to previous techniques for param-
eterisation of skeletal motion capture [9]. A hybrid non-
linear mesh sequence interpolation approach is proposed
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to achieve real-time performance with accurate approxi-
mation of non-linear mesh deformation. Previous research
in character animation [10] demonstrated the potential of
this approach for interactive real-time animation from actor
performance-captured sequences. The proposed approach
is evaluated to characterise memory and time requirements
for different parameterisations. Results on captured mesh
sequences of actor performance demonstrate the potential
of this approach for interactive character animation with
continuous high-level parametric movement control and
natural surface deformation.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. 3D Video Capture and Reconstruction

Kanade et al. [11] pioneered the reconstruction of 3D mesh
sequences of human performance for free-viewpoint replay
with the Virtualized RealityTM system by using a 5 m
dome with 51 cameras. Multiple-view video reconstruction
results in an unstructured mesh sequence with an indepen-
dent mesh at each frame. Advances in performance capture
from video have enabled reconstruction of mesh sequences
for human performance capturing the detailed deformation
of clothing and hair [1–3,12]. These approaches achieve a
free-viewpoint rendering quality comparable with the cap-
tured video but are limited to performance replay. A critical
step for editing and reuse of 3D video data is the temporal
alignment of captured mesh sequences to obtain a con-
sistent mesh structure with surface correspondence over
time. A number of approaches have been proposed for tem-
poral alignment of mesh sequences based on sequential
frame-to-frame surface tracking. These can be categorised
into two methodologies: model-based approaches which
align a prior model of the surface with successive frames
[1,2,13] and surface-tracking or scene flow approaches
which do not assume prior knowledge of the surface
structure [14–16]. Sequential alignment approaches have
three inherent limitations: accumulation of errors in frame-
to-frame alignment resulting in drift in correspondence
over time; gross-errors for large non-rigid deformations
that occur with rapid movements requiring manual cor-
rection; and sequential approaches are limited to align-
ment across single sequences. Recently, non-sequential
alignment approaches [17,18] have been introduced to
overcome these limitations, allowing the construction of
temporally coherent 3D video sequences from multiple-
view performance capture database, as used in this work.

2.2. Reuse and Editing of 3D Video Data

The lack of temporal coherence in the mesh sequence has
prohibited the development of simple methods for manip-
ulation. Animation from databases of mesh sequences
of actor performance has been demonstrated by con-
catenating segments of captured sequences [6,7], which
is analogous to previous example-based approaches to

concatenative synthesis used for two-dimensional video
[19–21]. Recently, example-based approaches through re-
sampling video sequences have been extended to body
motion [8,21], allowing offline animation via key-frame
or skeletal motion. In [8], model-based skeletal tracking
was used to re-sample segments from a database of video
sequences based on pose-allowing photorealistic rendering
with skeletal control. These approaches preserve the real-
ism of the captured sequences in rendering but are limited
to replay segments of the captured motion examples and do
not allow the flexibility of conventional animation.

2.3. Reuse and Editing of Skeletal Data

Since the introduction of marker-based technologies for
skeletal performance capture to the entertainment indus-
try in the early 1990s, a range of techniques to support
editing and reuse have been developed. Space-time edit-
ing techniques [22–24] provide powerful tools for interac-
tive motion editing via key-frame manipulation. Brundelin
and Williams [25] introduced parametric motion control by
interpolating pairs of skeletal motions. Parametric motion
synthesis was extended to blending multiple examples to
create a parameterised skeletal motion space [9,26–28].
This allows continuous interactive motion control through
high-level parameters such as velocity for walking or hand
position for reaching. This paper introduces analogous
parameterisation for 3D video mesh sequences to allow
interactive animation control.

3. PERFORMANCE CAPTURE

Actor performance is captured in a controlled studio
environment by using a multiple camera system for syn-
chronised video acquisition [1–3]. Shape reconstruction is
performed on a frame-by-frame basis using a multiple-
view silhouette and stereo approach building on state-of-
the-art graph-cut optimisation techniques [29]. This results
in an unstructured mesh sequences with both the vertex
connectivity and geometry changing from frame-to-frame.

To construct a character model for animation control,
we require a set of temporally aligned mesh sequences
for multiple motions with the same mesh structure at each
frame across all sequences. Extending previous research
in non-sequential alignment [17,18], we introduce a mesh
sequence alignment approach to recover the non-rigid
surface motion and represent all frames with a consis-
tent structure, as illustrated in Figure 1(b–e). Alignment
across multiple unstructured mesh sequences is performed
by constructing an intermediate ‘shape similarity tree’.
This represents the shortest non-rigid surface motion path
required to align each frame. The shape similarity tree
allows frames from different mesh sequences to be aligned
on the basis of a measure of surface shape and motion sim-
ilarity. The representation also ensures robust alignment of
mesh sequences in the presence of large non-rigid deforma-
tions due to fast motion where sequential frame-to-frame
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Figure 1. Overview. (a) Captured multiple-view video sequences, (b) unstructured meshes, (c) similarity matrix, (d) shape similarity
tree, (e) aligned four-dimensional models, and (f) real-time parameterised motion.

surface tracking approaches may fail. The shape similar-
ity tree is used to recover the non-rigid surface motion and
obtain a consistent mesh structure for all sequences.

3.1. Shape Similarity Tree

To construct the shape similarity tree, we require a measure
of similarity s.Mi .tu/;Mj .tv// between pairs of meshes
which can be evaluated without prior knowledge of the
mesh correspondence. A number of similarity measures for
mesh sequences taking into account both shape and motion
have been investigated [30,31]. In this work, we utilise the
temporally filtered volumetric shape histogram [31] as a
measure of shape and non-rigid motion similarity that has
been shown to give good performance on reconstructed
mesh sequences of people. Evaluation of shape similar-
ity between mesh reconstructions for all frames across all
sequences results in a similarity matrix as illustrated in
Figure 1(c), where blue indicates high similarity and red
indicates low similarity.

Shape similarity is used to construct a tree represent-
ing the shortest non-rigid surface motion path required

to align all meshes fMi .tu/g
Ni
uD1 from multiple captured

mesh sequences. Initially, a complete graph � is con-
structed with nodes for all meshes Mi .tu/ in all sequences
i D Œ1; N � and edges eiujv D e.Mi .tu/;Mj .tv// con-
necting all nodes. Edges eiujv are weighted according
to the similarity measure s.Mi .tu/;Mj .tv//. The shape
similarity tree Tsst minimising the total non-rigid surface
motion required for alignment can then be evaluated as the
minimum spanning tree of the complete graph �.

Tsst D arg min
T2 �

0
@ X
.i;j ;u;v/ 2 T

s.Mi .tu/;Mj .tv//

1
A (1)

Parallel implementation of Prim’s minimum spanning
tree algorithm requires O.n logn/ time where n is the
number of graph nodes [32]. This is prohibitively expen-
sive for the graph � that typically has 103 � 105 nodes.
In practice and as can be observed from the similarity
matrix, Figure 1(c), many mesh pairs have a low simi-
larity and are therefore not suitable for pairwise align-
ment. To reduce the computational cost in constructing
the shape similarity tree, we prune edges in the graph
� according to a minimum similarity threshold smin. A
suitable similarity threshold can be calculated automati-
cally from the similarity matrix as the minimum of the
maximum similarity for each row in the matrix. Setting
the threshold in this way ensures that all frames have at
least one tree connection within the threshold. Computa-
tion time for a 1500 node graph takes < 2 seconds on a
single CPU.†

3.2. Mesh Sequence Alignment

The shape similarity tree Tsst defines the shortest
path of non-rigid surface motion required to align
the mesh for every frame across all sequence. Start-
ing from the root node Mroot, we align meshes along
the branches of the tree by using a pairwise non-
rigid alignment.

Non-rigid pairwise mesh alignment uses a coarse-to-fine
approach combining geometric and photometric matching
in a Laplacian mesh deformation framework [33]. This
builds on recent work using Laplacian mesh deforma-
tion for sequential frame-to-frame alignment over mesh

†All paper timings are single threaded on an Intel Q6600
2.4GHz CPU.
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sequences [1,14]. Here, we use both photometric scale-
invariant feature transform features [34] and geometric
rigid patch matching [14] to establish correspondence
between pairs of meshes. The combination of geometric
and photometric features increases reliability of matching
by ensuring that there is a distribution of correspondences
across the surface. Alignment is performed starting from
a coarse sampling (30 patches) which allows large defor-
mations and recursively doubling the number of patches
in successive iterations to obtain an accurate match to the
surface. Because estimated feature correspondences are
likely to be subject to matching errors, we use an energy-
based formulation to introduce feature matches as soft
constraints on the Laplacian deformation framework as
proposed in [33]:

Nx D arg min
x
kLx � ı.x0/k

2CkWc.x � xc/k
2 (2)

L is the mesh Laplacian, ı.x0/ are the mesh differen-
tial coordinates for the source mesh with vertex posi-
tions x0. x is a vector of mesh vertex positions used to
solve for Lx D ı. xc are soft constraints on vertex loca-
tions given by the feature correspondence with a diag-
onal weight matrix Wc . A tetrahedral Laplacian system
[1] is used on the basis of the discrete tetrahedron gra-
dient operator G [35] with L D GTDG, where D is
a diagonal matrix of tetrahedral volumes. Equation (2)
solves for the non-rigid deformation which minimises
the change in shape whilst approximating the feature
correspondence constraints.

Pairwise non-rigid alignment across the branches of
the shape similarity tree Tsst results in known correspon-
dence between the root mesh Mroot and all other meshes
Mi .tu/. This correspondence allows every mesh to be
re-sampled with the structure of the root mesh, giving
a consistent connectivity for all frames over all captured
mesh sequences.

Results of global alignment are presented in Figure 2.
A street dancer sequence of 1800 frames is aligned using

the non-sequential presented approach. Mesh alignment is
shown using a flower patter texture applied over the mesh.

4. MESH SEQUENCE
PARAMETERISATION

Interactive animation from temporally aligned mesh
sequences requires the combination of multiple captured
sequences to allow continuous real-time control of move-
ment with intuitive high-level parameters such as speed and
direction for walking or height and distance for jumping.
Methods for parameterisation of skeletal motion capture
have previously been introduced [9,27,28] which allow
continuous high-level movement control by linear inter-
polation of joint angles. Blending of meshes based on
linear interpolation of vertex position is computationally
efficient but may result in unrealistic deformation or mesh
collapse if there are significant differences in shape. Non-
linear blending of meshes produces superior deformation
[33,36–38] but commonly requires least-squares solution
of a system of equations which is prohibitive for real-
time interaction. In this paper, we introduce a hybrid
solution which approximates the non-linear deformation
whilst maintaining real-time performance. This allows
high-level parameterisation for interactive movement con-
trol by blending of multiple mesh sequences.

Three steps are required to achieve high-level paramet-
ric control from mesh sequences: time-warping to align the
mesh sequences; non-linear mesh blending of the time-
warped sequences; and mapping from low level blend-
ing weights to high-level parameters (speed, direction,
etc.). In this section, we focus on real-time non-linear
mesh blending which is the novel contribution of this
work. As in previous work on skeletal motion param-
eterisation, we assume that individual mesh sequences
Mi .t/ are temporally aligned by a continuous time-warp
function t D f .tu/ [25,39] which aligns correspond-
ing poses prior to blending such that t 2 Œ0; 1� for
all sequences.

Figure 2. Top: reconstructed frames of a street dancer sequence, each of them coloured differently to represent a non-
aligned structure. Bottom: aligned frames, coloured using a flower patter to show the performance of the non-sequential

alignment algorithm.
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4.1. Real-Time Non-Linear Mesh
Sequence Blending

In this work, we introduce a real-time approach to mesh
blending that exploits offline pre-computation of non-
linear deformation for a small set of intermediate param-
eter values. Differences between the linear and non-linear
mesh deformation are pre-computed and used to correct
errors in linear deformation. This approach approximates
the non-linear to within a user-specified tolerance whilst
allowing real-time computation with a similar cost to
linear blending. The price paid is a modest increase in
memory required to store intermediate non-linear mesh
displacements for blending.

Given a set of N temporally aligned mesh sequences
M D fMi .t/g

N
iD1 of the same or similar motions (e.g.

walk and run), we want to compute a blended mesh defor-
mation according to a set of weights w D fwi g

N
iD1:

MNL.t ;w/ D b.M;w/ where b./ is a non-linear blend
function which interpolates the rotation and changes
in shape independently for each element on the mesh
according to the weights w and performs a least-squares
solution to obtain the resulting meshMNL.t ;w/. This non-
linear operation can be performed offline by using existing
approaches [33,36–38]; throughout this work, we employ
a volumetric Laplacian deformation framework based on
Equation (2).

Linear vertex blending gives an approximate mesh
ML.t ;w/ as a weighted sum of vertex positions:ML.t/D
1P
wi

P
wiMi .t/, where wiMi .t/ denotes the product

of the mesh vertex positions Xi .t/ by weight wi . Given
the non-linear mesh deformation MNL.t ;w/ and linear
approximation ML.t ;w/, we can evaluate a displacement
field: DNL.t ;w/ D MNL.t ;w/ � ML.t ;w/. The exact
non-linear deformation for blend weights w can then be
recovered by linear interpolation together with a non-linear

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Comparison of linear, non-linear and hybrid mesh blending. Heat-maps show error versus non-linear blending from
dark-blue (zero) to red (maximum). (a) Result of blending two poses of a street dancer using linear (top row), hybrid with one and
three reference meshes (2nd/3rd row) and non-linear (bottom row). Top row shows that linear blending results in large errors (red) for
the left leg which are corrected with the hybrid approach. (b) Result of blending two equivalent poses of the low jump (left) and high
jump (right) sequences. Second and third rows show that our proposed hybrid approach, with one and three references meshes,

respectively, gives an approximation to the non-linear blending, whereas the top row shows large errors with linear blending.
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Table I. Maximum vertex displacement error with respect to non-linear blending as a percentage of model
size for in meshes in Figure 3.

Sequence # of vertices Method Max. error (%) Time (seconds/frame)

a) Street dancer 5580 Linear 14.38 0.008
Hybrid 1 reference 3.67 0.015
Hybrid 3 references 1.60 0.017
Non-linear 0.00 0.749

b) Jumping pose 3000 Linear 9.14 0.004
Hybrid 1 reference 1.34 0.014
Hybrid 3 references 0.93 0.016
Non-linear 0.00 0.789

Figure 4. Top row: left and right, two equivalent poses of walk
and run sequences. In the middle, the resulting linear blended
mesh, coloured using a heat-map (red largest error) to dis-
play the errors with respect to the non-linear result. Bottom
row: results of our hybrid approach using different threshold �
(3, 6, 8 and 14 mm.). Grey represent areas with errors below
the threshold (non corrected), and blue represents areas above

the threshold that have been corrected.
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Figure 5. Maximum displacement error (red) and percentage of
mesh corrected area (blue) for the pose interpolation shown in

Figure 4, against the value of the threshold �.

correction: MNL.t ;w/ D ML.t ;w/ C DNL.t ;w/. An
advantage of storing the displacement field DNL is that
for blending between mesh sequences of similar motions,
linear blending gives a reasonable approximation for large

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Evaluation of the maximum error and memory usage
of the hybrid blending method applied in the walk/run motion
space shown in Figure 7(a). (a) Maximum displacement error
of the hybrid method, depending on the number of subdivi-
sions and threshold �. (b) (b) Memory in MB of the precom-
puted matrix DNL, depending on number of subdivisions and

threshold �.
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parts of the surface DNL � 0 allowing efficient compres-
sion whilst accurately reproducing regions of significant
non-linear deformation.

To accurately approximate the non-linear deformation
for blending a set of N source meshes M with arbitrary
weights w, we pre-compute the non-linear displacement
field DNL.t ;wj / at a discrete set of intermediate weight
values wj to give an additional set of NNL reference
meshes for interpolation: Mj .t ;wj / D .ML.t ;wj / C
DNL.t ;wj //. Real-time online interpolation is then
performed using a linear vertex blending with the non-
linear correction:

M.t;w/D
NCNNLX
jD1

g.w;wj /.ML.t ;wj /CDNL.t ;wj //

(3)
where g.w;wj / is a weight function giving a linear blend
of the nearest reference meshes and zero for all other
meshes. Equation (3) gives an exact solution at the orig-
inal and non-linear interpolated reference meshes and an
approximate interpolation of the nearest reference meshes
elsewhere. A recursive bisection of the weight space w
is performed to evaluate a set of non-linearly interpolated
source meshes such that for all w, the approximation error

.MNL.t ;w/�M.t;w// < �. Typically, for interpolation of
mesh sequences representing related motions, only a single
subdivision is required.

4.2. Evaluation of Hybrid
Non-Linear Blending

Hybrid non-linear mesh blending allows accurate approx-
imation of non-linear mesh deformation whilst maintain-
ing the computational performance of linear blending to
allow real-time interactive animation. Figure 3 (a and b)
presents a comparison of errors for linear blending with the
proposed hybrid non-linear approach with one and three
interpolated reference meshes. Table I presents quantitative
results for error and CPU-time. This shows that the pro-
posed real-time hybrid non-linear mesh blending approach
achieves accurate approximation even with a single inter-
mediate non-linear displacement map (2nd row), whereas
linear blending results in large errors (top).

The influence of the threshold � in the final result is
shown in Figure 4. For threshold values larger than 6 mm,
only the areas with large errors (i.e. the limbs) are corrected
by our hybrid approach, whereas the remaining of the mesh
remains identical to the results of the linear approach. If
the threshold � is set to lower values, more regions of the

(a) Walk-to-run speed parametrisation, from walk (green) to run (yellow)

(b) Length of jump parametrised from short (red) to long (orange)

(c) Height of jump parametrised from low (grey) to high (purple)

(d) walk (green) to jog (yellow) motion parameterisation of a female character

Figure 7. Examples of parameterised motions between two motion sequences with continuous parameter variation (every 5th frame).
(a) Walk-to-run speed parameterisation, from walk (green) to run (yellow), (b) length of jump parameterised from short (red) to long
(orange), (c) height of jump parameterised from low (grey) to high (purple), and (d) walk (green) to jog (yellow) motion parameterisation

of a female character.
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linearly blended mesh will be corrected, although this
might be unnecessary because they do not produce visual
artefacts. This in an important observation that allows us to
decrease the size of DNL without compromising on per-
ceived visual quality, as shown in z 6. Figure 5 presents a
quantitative evaluation for the meshes blended in Figure 4,
showing how the percentage of the area of the mesh, which
is corrected, depends on � and its influence on the final
displacement error.

Figure 6 characterises the representation error and stor-
age cost against the number of subdivisions for differ-
ent error thresholds �. Figure 6(b) shows that there is
a relatively small error reduction for thresholds below
5 mm, whereas the memory usage increases signifi-
cantly. This is caused by the 5 mm resolution of the
original database, because details below this level are
not reconstructed.

4.3. High-Level Parametric Control

High-level parametric control is achieved by learning
a mapping function h.w/ between the blend weights
and user-specified motion parameters p. As in skele-
tal motion blending, the blend weights do not provide
an intuitive parameterisation of the motion. We there-
fore learn a mapping w D h�1.p/ from the user-
specified parameter to the corresponding blend weights
required to generate the desired motion. Motion param-
eters p are high-level user-specified controls for a par-
ticular class of motions such as speed and direction
for walk or run and height and distance for a jump.
The inverse mapping function h�1./ from parameters to
weights can be constructed by a discrete sampling of the
weight space w and evaluation of the corresponding motion
parameters p [27].

(a) Example 1 of a path interactively travelled.

(b) Example 2 of a path interactively travelled.

Figure 8. Meshes showing the path interactively travelled by the user. Four original motions (walk, jog, 90ı left/right turn) allow full
control of both speed and direction.
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5. RESULTS

Datasets used in this work are reconstructed from multiple-
view video capture of actor performance with 8HD cam-
eras equally spaced in a circle and capture volume 5 m2 �
2 m. Reconstruction is performed using multi-view stereo
followed by temporal alignment of all frames to have a
consistent mesh structure. Throughout this work, we use
a single intermediate mesh for hybrid non-linear interpola-
tion which gives a very close approximation, as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 7 shows parameterised motion spaces for walk-
ing and jumping constructed from pairs of mesh sequences.
Figure 8 presents a multi-parameter character animation
constructed from four mesh sequences with walking speed
and direction control, in which our hybrid blending method
with 1 reference runs at 0.020 seconds/frame using four
input sequences and three blending weights, with a maxi-
mum displacement error of 0.73% with respect to the non-
linear approach. Rendered meshes are coloured to show
the parameter change. The supplementary video‡ shows
the real-time interactive animation control. These results
show that the proposed mesh sequence blending approach
using the hybrid non-linear deformation achieves a natural
transition between the captured motions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A system for real-time interactive character animation
from multiple camera capture has been presented. The
approach is based on a database of temporally aligned
mesh sequence reconstructions of an actor performing mul-
tiple motions. Extending previous research, a shape simi-
larity tree has been used to allow non-sequential alignment
of a database of captured sequences into a consistent mesh
structure with temporal correspondence. Real-time contin-
uous high-level parametric motion control is achieved by
blending multiple mesh sequences of related motions. This
allows interactive control of a 3D video character, anal-
ogous to previous research with skeletal motion capture
[9,26]. A hybrid mesh blending approach has been intro-
duced, which combines the realistic deformations achieved
with non-linear blending [33,36–38] with the fast perfor-
mance of linear blending. An evaluation of the proposed
approach has been presented, showing how the final per-
formance varies depending on the threshold � and how
memory and time requirements scale. Results for a sin-
gle CPU-based implementation of the parametric control
demonstrate a frame-rate > 50 Hz for a mesh resolution
of 3000 vertices. Further research will investigate transi-
tions between parametric motions, which would increase
the range of parameterised motions in our final scenario.
The incorporation of photorealism in the final render will
also be investigated.

‡http://vimeo.com/28291052
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